
Seeing this fi rst issue of our magazine you 
may wonder why a small average packa-
ging industry has decided to publish a 
company magazine.
Simply our intention is to involve you in 
our daily lives, showing with transparency 
and simplicity the evolutions of our com-
pany  and the undertaken processes .
Each company, small or big, encloses a 
unique story, and among the protagonists 
there are you too. Th at’s why we want to 
arrive in your hands a means which de-
scribes briefl y initiatives, projects and 
successes built day by day.
When we are facing the world of work 
we were very young and inexperienced, 
our thought was to create a solid com-
pany that would guarantee us a future, 
so, in the entrepreneurial spirit of my fa-
ther, we found support in order to 
start our journey.
By the time we realized our values were 
changed. We understood that companies 
are made of people, people who want to 
share our dream or be part of it.
We understood that the company looks 

MEETING WITH THE COMPANY

Dear readers,
like to the human body who can not live 
without a heart, the heart of the com-
pany is the customer.
With determination we have transmit-
ted to our great collaborators this 
fundamental value.
Th ank you for all that we have built until 
now because you have given us the op-
portunity to understand  better the mar-
ket and ourselves.
Today we rely even more on your help to 
improve and grow every day.
Th ank you very much for giving us the 
opportunity to get up to and good read.
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STORY
Th e beginning of an adventure that continues 
still today
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It was on 1st  June 1989 when started the activities 
of a small company, led by a very young boy, with all 
the diffi  culties of entering the business world and the 
clash with the laws of the market and the economy. 
Th at little company today has grown until to become 
a working  reality with major brands like the crusher 
Redoro Srl  or the carmaker Volkswagen.
At fi rst there were also some disappointments, the ne-
gative experience of the fi rst customer, the problems 
related to the management of a manufacturing com-
pany, the fi rst seat to organize in Casale di Scodosia.
Th e young age of the entrepreneur that had to com-
pare with experienced entrepreneurs has often played 
to the disadvantaged, but with time and the demon-
stration of commitment, reliability and perseverance, 
the diff erences melt away and came the fi rst successes 
with higher orders from the customer, and the gear 
has to operate.
To face all this it proved to be necessary and essential 
the support of a father willing to sacrifi ce himself to 
ensure his children the opportunity to grow profes-
sionally, to have a respectable activity that does not 
prevent  them from spending time with their family, 
with the aff ected, with the most important values. So 
the fraternal cooperation became a point of strength, 
a tuning not forced but really felt, a full share of the 
management company, of the responsibilities and de-
cisions.
Th is synergy between Simone and Silvia has been able 
to manage, dividing duties and honors, the problems 
that exist in the market and its laws. An adventure that 
started more than twenty years ago continues today 
with the same enthusiasm.

By Eleonora Negri

COMPANY’S STORY

The beginning of an adventure that 

continues even today

Know a company through its history, the basic steps that have marked 
its character and destiny. A fi xed appointment that will tell, issue after 
issue, the steps of this reality in Verona.

hard to fi nd history, events, languages, and above all 
moral values that make it unique and unrepeatable. 
No communication agency can have fantastic recipes 
for reconstructing an innovative image so powerful as 
the tradition that, for the families, lies in the people 
and in their path choices, sacrifi ces, risks and ad-
ventures that have created their world of work. Th is 
path, often through more generations, is connected 
to the culture of product on the one hand, and to the 
territory from another hand.
Th e love and the passion that people have cultiva-
ted within the system family/enterprise usually has 
submitted solutions, proposals, trade secrets and 
patents that allow these organizations to generate 
innovation that is possible only after walking down 
a long road made of trials and errors, successes and 
failures that eventually build a wealth of inexhausti-
ble knowledge .
And this way of working and of approaching to the 
market is an advantage that no multinational com-
pany can claim to be able to off er.
Th e territory that welcomes and supports these 
enterprises is generally the best supplier of human, 
technological, structural, institutional resources, 
useful to create a fast and fl exible way to ensure this 
process of specialization that contaminates the whole 
society. In this sense, the origin and the establi-
shment with the various components of civil and 
economic society create a heritage of relationships 
that, for these entrepreneurs translates into real 
personal capitalism. Th is is a model of crisis, since 
it protects itself and regenerates itself in the time to 
protect future generations.
Th e second element is the heritage that built by the 
families through time ensures fi nancially the institu-
tions and the banking system necessary for making 
business
It is a real value, solid, the result of rigorous and 
protectionist choices that ensures the whole process 

CULTURE AND COMPANY 
PROBLEMS

The value and values 
come together in 
family businesses

In a time when society and the economy go together 
with the fi nancial diffi  culty, one wonders what is the 
real chance to get out of this negative spiral wraps for 
many years our everyday life.
It is possible to think that in the nature of the enter-
prise family are concentrated ingredients of a formula 
that allows us to think positively about the future. 
Th e fi rst winning element concerns the identity, the 
style, the distinctive characteristic that every com-
pany should off er to the market to diff erentiate itself 
from the competition: in the enterprise family is not 

of production and distribution that relies not only on 
good ideas or fads, but on paths built slowly, without 
short cuts and illusions.
It is a way of education often diffi  cult to pass on 
generation to generation, but in our small businesses 
remained strong and practiced by the majority of 
family enterprises that have not had to be dazzled 
by the easy money of fi nancial speculation, but have 
saved, when they could , and invested always to deal 
with more serenity the dark times of change and 
the ever-recurring cycles of crisis of our economic 
system. And, without rhetoric, it should be recalled 
that always in the history of the relations between 
family enterprises and civil society, attention to the 
social has never been charity or generosity, but it is 
true corporate social responsibility, aware that the 
real challenge is to create opportunities for wealth for 
themselves and for others, never pulled backwards, 
concretely and in fi rst-person in the solidarity enga-
gement. Value and values, a winning recipe which 
must be recognized and which becomes the real 
added of our successful companies.

By Franco Cesaro

One of the events organized by the company which, although growing, maintains the initial spirit of sharing and familiarity.

Franco Cesaro of Cesaro&Associates

The mill Simbeni
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Born from a friendship between Simone Baratella, 
owner of the company with his sister Silvia, and Don 
Gianluca, founder of the association, in the past priest 
at the parish of Cerea, the initiative fi nds its motivation 
in a common creed, the desire to open up to others and 
to give a second chance to those who have made bad 
choices or who found himself in dramatic situations.
Association Madonna di Lourdes, which is located 
in Cà del Lago, welcomes numerous guests, off ering 
them the opportunity to develop work skills for less 
severe cases, or to fi nd acceptance and human warmth.
Th e association provides shelter and food to those who 
represent a burden on society due to physical or men-
tal disorders, due to past drug, since they come from 
other countries or they are unable to maintain a child 
but love him and do not want to lose him.
In addition the association gives to its guests the oppor-
tunity to learn a job and, since the work ennobles man 
giving him the chance to feel useful, the psychological 
recovery often becomes total.
For this reason we have decided to start the project for 
the construction of a warehouse of 1000 square me-
ters and a storehouse of the same size, where guests can 
work to assemble boxes glued by hand, small products 
that do not require eff orts physical, but require diff erent 
working time and the use of a certain manual dexterity.
Th e company is going to allocate the funds for the 
construction of these structures and then it is going to 
commission the work to the guests of Don Gianluca, 
as nowadays it is doing.
Of course, with the proceeds of the work it will not be 
able to bear the costs of the community, that receives 
more and more requests for help, but on the one hand 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Simba Riunite Imballaggi supports Don 
Gialunca’s project with a concrete action

Th e collaboration between the company Simba Riunite Imballaggi and 
the foundation Onlus Madonna di Lourdes, born for some time now, is 
gaining more strength.

it is going to give always an economic support, another 
hand it is going to provide an opportunity for those 
who have no motivation and hope to see open in front 
of them a new way, to fi nd an entry in the world of 
work in the future, to go back to believing in himself 
or not feeling marginalized.
Th e opportunity to see the results of their work, to feel 
useful, surely it will give new dignity to those who, for 
the most diverse reasons, lost contact with himself and 
with the reality, who gave up hope for a new chance to 
live again and no longer to survive, who had the misfor-
tune to be born with a disability, but want to feel useful.
Th e guys can develop their skills with a light material 
as is the cardboard, followed by volunteers who have 
argued for years the center with their precious free labor.
Th is project replaces the institutional support, as there 
is nothing for people with problems like for instance 
the guests of Don Gianluca. We sometimes have to 
remember that, those who choose the wrong path, or 
who are born in a disadvantaged condition can not 
change by themselves, without the support of people 
like those who off er their service at this association, or 
without who decide to invest, without economic inte-
rests, in a project that encompasses and accept them. 
We sometimes can not change our life by ourselves sin-
ce every person needs to relate to others, and if every 
door is closed, we have to stay alone on the street, with 
nothing in the hand and in the heart.

By  Eleonora Negri

rona in Love. A decision made in the delicate mo-
ment of transition towards the new management; we 
wanted to send a message to clear up that we were, 
and are, intentioned to work hard, with love and pas-
sion to achieve excellent results.
Melegatti has matched his name also to the sport, 
specifi cally golf, with Melegatti Golf Club. 12 events 
that take place in the most famous Italian clubs with 
competitions Stableford to 18 holes. An event having 
considerable success, both among members, both 
between the fans of this sport, chosen because it is 
an activity related to tradition, but also to a culture 
and to a way of life based on love for nature, based 
on fair play and respect for the opponent and the 
environment.

A good product must also have an adequate pro-
tection to arrive intact at our homes, when did 
you start working with the company Simba Riu-
nite Imballaggi and what is your opinion about 
this business?

Doubtlessly we want our products to arrive on all the 
tables in the world intact and preserved in taste. Just 
for this it is essential that every supplier uses high 
quality products, tested and certifi ed, non-toxic and 
safe, for us the hygiene of production processes is 
fundamental and absolutely necessary therefore we 
require the same attention from those providing us.
Th e collaboration with the Simba Riunite Imbal-
laggi company began with the coming of the new 
board of directors. Th e company was responsible for 
ensuring the supply of boxes for shipping and tran-
sportation of our products. Today we can be sati-
sfi ed with the cooperation with this company for the 
speedy delivery and the ability to meet our specifi c 
needs like internal dividers and reinforced corners 
essential to protect the product Melegatti even while 
traveling overseas.
Living in a deep way our roots of Verona’s people, 
often we give confi dence to companies based in this 
beautiful province, as in the case of Simba Riunite 
Imballaggi, to promote the growth of a town that has 
always been engaged to produce wellness and job.

Th e ability to choose the right partners is essential 
for an important industrial reality. Th e freshness 
and the duration of a confectionery product, as 
well as the quality of the raw materials used and 
by the goodness of working, do they depend on 
the transport protection too?

Sure, it’s exactly what I said a moment ago. To ensure 
that everyone can enjoy a product like ours which 
would fi nd its ideal location in a bakery for the qua-
lity of used raw materials, the diversity of a product 
to the other about the bases, mixes and fi llings, we 
can not take into account the proper packaging to 
ship our products anywhere and get them intact up 
to the fi nal consumer. We are a very big enterprise 
now, but we can still give value to those little things 
helping to make a diff erence.
We give confi dence to companies that operate focu-
sing the work man, since for us this is a pivot around 
which we could turn our business and therefore 
our growth.

By Eleonora Negri

THE INTERVIEW INVESTMENT AND TECHNOLOGY

“We want our products to come on all tables intact 
and preserved in taste”, for some years now the con-
fectionery industry in Verona has chosen Simba Riu-
nite for its packaging.
A charming woman, but fi rst of all a successful en-
trepreneur that, after dedicating her life to work as a 
lawyer, she has discovered entrepreneur, bringing the 
company of which now she is president to grow in 
the years of economic crisis.
We talk about of the lawyer Amanuela Perazzoli, 
from some years at the head of Melegatti, the famous 
confectionery company in Verona, that since 1894 
produces Christmas products, but now not only.

Mrs. Emanuela Perazzoli, tells us about her expe-
rience in this important company, when it began 
and whose satisfactions has had in these years 
where the company has shown careful and respon-
sive to new market challenges and of competition.

Th is role has brought about a great life change an 
investment of time and a total commitment, there 
have been diffi  culties caused by the crisis, but we 
believe in this company and in it we put passion 
and dedication.
Th e data show that profi tability improved in 2008 
with the new board of directors.
I had great satisfaction commensurate to the strong 
commitment that has changed my private life. Th e 
same goes for the entrepreneurial sphere, because we 
took important decisions that resulted in signifi cant 
changes about occupied parts of the market.

Mainly products for anniversaries, but now you 
are looking beyond with continuative products 
like Bacio di Giulietta or Fior di Loto, suitable for 
celebrations of all year. Is it a choice to create new 
jobs or to retain those that there are in a period of 
global crisis?

I meant just that talking about changes. Th e pro-
ductivity of the company has expanded with the ac-
quisition of “Nuova Marelli” where we make all the 
continuative products, not only thought for an anni-
versary, like all the confectionery by Melegatti.
An epochal shift for the company that in 2012 has 
put on the market products such as croissants for bre-
akfast, gaining that part of the market related to the 
confectionery for all seasons, maintaining a strong 
position on anniversary products, but extending its 
range of action.
In a period of crisis Melegatti has continued to in-
vest. We just purchased a new manufacturing, wan-
ting to keep all jobs, taking staff  without a work, 
redoing the installations, modernizing equipment, 
betting on a new reality. Today the crisis feels, the 
payments are longer and raw material costs are af-
fected by volatility that makes impossible to plan 
purchases in a weighted way. Th e organization of 
costs is made impossible by the performance of the 
stock market and of the  fi nancial speculation. Un-
fortunately, often the value of a traditional product, 
made with high quality raw materials, like pandoro 
and panettone, is negatively aff ected by the laws of 
the market and the distribution.

Melegatti is a name strongly tied to Verona, for 
this new year, are there initiatives related to the 
town of Romeo and Juliet?

Recently Melegatti has linked its name to Bardolino 
as main  sponsor in several initiatives in this town. It 
is famous for its tourism, it is becoming the point of 
reference for Sundays of Verona’s people and it is a 
center of fun and wellness; so, also for the beauty of 
the landscape, the ideal place to taste products that 
have always been synonym of celebration and joy.
In 2009 Melegatti focused on a particular event: Ve-

For the first time in Italy 
CASEMAKER TOPRA GD 924

It is the fi rst machine Casemaker Topra GD 924 
installed in Italy and also it has behind it an Italian 
origin family. Th e company EDF Europe, European 
headquarters of the Chinese group  Eterna VMT 
DF, has among its collaborators the Italian company 
Castaldini Group, founded in 1970 as a family 
business and transformed into an 1997 in industrial 
enterprise. After dedicating years to their business 
specializing in the design and manufacture of machi-
nes for corrugated cardboard, so as to become an Eu-
ropean leader, in 1997 the owners decided to retire 
and bringing about a management buy out embar-
ked by those who, until that moment, had worked 
in the company. Th e change of management has 
brought this company to need a new establishment 
built in Argelato in 2000: 2600 square meters with 
500 square meters of offi  ces.
Entering  the group EDF Europe in 2009 expanded 
the business prospects. Eterna VMT DF is in fact 
able to off er high-quality solutions for the coverting 
of packaging in corrugated cardboard.
Casamaker Topra GD 924 is an example. Repeat 
orders can be memorized and retrieved from PCL, 
failures can be diagnosed remotely via modem. It has 

The guys of Don Gianluca at work

Emanuela Perazzoli

We met the president of Melegatti Spa

Domenico Melegatti  founder of the historical confectionery company in Verona

Installed at Simba Riunite Imballaggi the 
new machine Casemaker Topra GD 924

a maximum speed of 250 pieces per minute and can 
print sheets that range from 260x600 mm of up to 
900x2400 mm.
Beyond the numbers, this acquisition represents an 
important investment for Simba Riunite Imballaggi, 
the fi rst company in Italy, wanted to equip its establi-
shment with what we could call a true technological 
gem in the sector. A technological breakthrough that 
will bring the company to improve both qualitatively 
and quantitatively its production activities.
Th is implies a new year full of expectations and trust 
that the new machine promises to make. New solu-
tions, greater effi  ciency and shorter delivery times, 
always in the sign of quality.

By Eleonora Negri

GIVING A CONCRETE CONTRIBUTION
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in the declaretion of income in your 730 
you can devote 
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Born from a friendship between Simone Baratella, 
owner of the company with his sister Silvia, and Don 
Gianluca, founder of the association, in the past priest 
at the parish of Cerea, the initiative fi nds its motivation 
in a common creed, the desire to open up to others and 
to give a second chance to those who have made bad 
choices or who found himself in dramatic situations.
Association Madonna di Lourdes, which is located 
in Cà del Lago, welcomes numerous guests, off ering 
them the opportunity to develop work skills for less 
severe cases, or to fi nd acceptance and human warmth.
Th e association provides shelter and food to those who 
represent a burden on society due to physical or men-
tal disorders, due to past drug, since they come from 
other countries or they are unable to maintain a child 
but love him and do not want to lose him.
In addition the association gives to its guests the oppor-
tunity to learn a job and, since the work ennobles man 
giving him the chance to feel useful, the psychological 
recovery often becomes total.
For this reason we have decided to start the project for 
the construction of a warehouse of 1000 square me-
ters and a storehouse of the same size, where guests can 
work to assemble boxes glued by hand, small products 
that do not require eff orts physical, but require diff erent 
working time and the use of a certain manual dexterity.
Th e company is going to allocate the funds for the 
construction of these structures and then it is going to 
commission the work to the guests of Don Gianluca, 
as nowadays it is doing.
Of course, with the proceeds of the work it will not be 
able to bear the costs of the community, that receives 
more and more requests for help, but on the one hand 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Simba Riunite Imballaggi supports Don 
Gialunca’s project with a concrete action

Th e collaboration between the company Simba Riunite Imballaggi and 
the foundation Onlus Madonna di Lourdes, born for some time now, is 
gaining more strength.

it is going to give always an economic support, another 
hand it is going to provide an opportunity for those 
who have no motivation and hope to see open in front 
of them a new way, to fi nd an entry in the world of 
work in the future, to go back to believing in himself 
or not feeling marginalized.
Th e opportunity to see the results of their work, to feel 
useful, surely it will give new dignity to those who, for 
the most diverse reasons, lost contact with himself and 
with the reality, who gave up hope for a new chance to 
live again and no longer to survive, who had the misfor-
tune to be born with a disability, but want to feel useful.
Th e guys can develop their skills with a light material 
as is the cardboard, followed by volunteers who have 
argued for years the center with their precious free labor.
Th is project replaces the institutional support, as there 
is nothing for people with problems like for instance 
the guests of Don Gianluca. We sometimes have to 
remember that, those who choose the wrong path, or 
who are born in a disadvantaged condition can not 
change by themselves, without the support of people 
like those who off er their service at this association, or 
without who decide to invest, without economic inte-
rests, in a project that encompasses and accept them. 
We sometimes can not change our life by ourselves sin-
ce every person needs to relate to others, and if every 
door is closed, we have to stay alone on the street, with 
nothing in the hand and in the heart.

By  Eleonora Negri

rona in Love. A decision made in the delicate mo-
ment of transition towards the new management; we 
wanted to send a message to clear up that we were, 
and are, intentioned to work hard, with love and pas-
sion to achieve excellent results.
Melegatti has matched his name also to the sport, 
specifi cally golf, with Melegatti Golf Club. 12 events 
that take place in the most famous Italian clubs with 
competitions Stableford to 18 holes. An event having 
considerable success, both among members, both 
between the fans of this sport, chosen because it is 
an activity related to tradition, but also to a culture 
and to a way of life based on love for nature, based 
on fair play and respect for the opponent and the 
environment.

A good product must also have an adequate pro-
tection to arrive intact at our homes, when did 
you start working with the company Simba Riu-
nite Imballaggi and what is your opinion about 
this business?

Doubtlessly we want our products to arrive on all the 
tables in the world intact and preserved in taste. Just 
for this it is essential that every supplier uses high 
quality products, tested and certifi ed, non-toxic and 
safe, for us the hygiene of production processes is 
fundamental and absolutely necessary therefore we 
require the same attention from those providing us.
Th e collaboration with the Simba Riunite Imbal-
laggi company began with the coming of the new 
board of directors. Th e company was responsible for 
ensuring the supply of boxes for shipping and tran-
sportation of our products. Today we can be sati-
sfi ed with the cooperation with this company for the 
speedy delivery and the ability to meet our specifi c 
needs like internal dividers and reinforced corners 
essential to protect the product Melegatti even while 
traveling overseas.
Living in a deep way our roots of Verona’s people, 
often we give confi dence to companies based in this 
beautiful province, as in the case of Simba Riunite 
Imballaggi, to promote the growth of a town that has 
always been engaged to produce wellness and job.

Th e ability to choose the right partners is essential 
for an important industrial reality. Th e freshness 
and the duration of a confectionery product, as 
well as the quality of the raw materials used and 
by the goodness of working, do they depend on 
the transport protection too?

Sure, it’s exactly what I said a moment ago. To ensure 
that everyone can enjoy a product like ours which 
would fi nd its ideal location in a bakery for the qua-
lity of used raw materials, the diversity of a product 
to the other about the bases, mixes and fi llings, we 
can not take into account the proper packaging to 
ship our products anywhere and get them intact up 
to the fi nal consumer. We are a very big enterprise 
now, but we can still give value to those little things 
helping to make a diff erence.
We give confi dence to companies that operate focu-
sing the work man, since for us this is a pivot around 
which we could turn our business and therefore 
our growth.

By Eleonora Negri

THE INTERVIEW INVESTMENT AND TECHNOLOGY

“We want our products to come on all tables intact 
and preserved in taste”, for some years now the con-
fectionery industry in Verona has chosen Simba Riu-
nite for its packaging.
A charming woman, but fi rst of all a successful en-
trepreneur that, after dedicating her life to work as a 
lawyer, she has discovered entrepreneur, bringing the 
company of which now she is president to grow in 
the years of economic crisis.
We talk about of the lawyer Amanuela Perazzoli, 
from some years at the head of Melegatti, the famous 
confectionery company in Verona, that since 1894 
produces Christmas products, but now not only.

Mrs. Emanuela Perazzoli, tells us about her expe-
rience in this important company, when it began 
and whose satisfactions has had in these years 
where the company has shown careful and respon-
sive to new market challenges and of competition.

Th is role has brought about a great life change an 
investment of time and a total commitment, there 
have been diffi  culties caused by the crisis, but we 
believe in this company and in it we put passion 
and dedication.
Th e data show that profi tability improved in 2008 
with the new board of directors.
I had great satisfaction commensurate to the strong 
commitment that has changed my private life. Th e 
same goes for the entrepreneurial sphere, because we 
took important decisions that resulted in signifi cant 
changes about occupied parts of the market.

Mainly products for anniversaries, but now you 
are looking beyond with continuative products 
like Bacio di Giulietta or Fior di Loto, suitable for 
celebrations of all year. Is it a choice to create new 
jobs or to retain those that there are in a period of 
global crisis?

I meant just that talking about changes. Th e pro-
ductivity of the company has expanded with the ac-
quisition of “Nuova Marelli” where we make all the 
continuative products, not only thought for an anni-
versary, like all the confectionery by Melegatti.
An epochal shift for the company that in 2012 has 
put on the market products such as croissants for bre-
akfast, gaining that part of the market related to the 
confectionery for all seasons, maintaining a strong 
position on anniversary products, but extending its 
range of action.
In a period of crisis Melegatti has continued to in-
vest. We just purchased a new manufacturing, wan-
ting to keep all jobs, taking staff  without a work, 
redoing the installations, modernizing equipment, 
betting on a new reality. Today the crisis feels, the 
payments are longer and raw material costs are af-
fected by volatility that makes impossible to plan 
purchases in a weighted way. Th e organization of 
costs is made impossible by the performance of the 
stock market and of the  fi nancial speculation. Un-
fortunately, often the value of a traditional product, 
made with high quality raw materials, like pandoro 
and panettone, is negatively aff ected by the laws of 
the market and the distribution.

Melegatti is a name strongly tied to Verona, for 
this new year, are there initiatives related to the 
town of Romeo and Juliet?

Recently Melegatti has linked its name to Bardolino 
as main  sponsor in several initiatives in this town. It 
is famous for its tourism, it is becoming the point of 
reference for Sundays of Verona’s people and it is a 
center of fun and wellness; so, also for the beauty of 
the landscape, the ideal place to taste products that 
have always been synonym of celebration and joy.
In 2009 Melegatti focused on a particular event: Ve-

For the first time in Italy 
CASEMAKER TOPRA GD 924

It is the fi rst machine Casemaker Topra GD 924 
installed in Italy and also it has behind it an Italian 
origin family. Th e company EDF Europe, European 
headquarters of the Chinese group  Eterna VMT 
DF, has among its collaborators the Italian company 
Castaldini Group, founded in 1970 as a family 
business and transformed into an 1997 in industrial 
enterprise. After dedicating years to their business 
specializing in the design and manufacture of machi-
nes for corrugated cardboard, so as to become an Eu-
ropean leader, in 1997 the owners decided to retire 
and bringing about a management buy out embar-
ked by those who, until that moment, had worked 
in the company. Th e change of management has 
brought this company to need a new establishment 
built in Argelato in 2000: 2600 square meters with 
500 square meters of offi  ces.
Entering  the group EDF Europe in 2009 expanded 
the business prospects. Eterna VMT DF is in fact 
able to off er high-quality solutions for the coverting 
of packaging in corrugated cardboard.
Casamaker Topra GD 924 is an example. Repeat 
orders can be memorized and retrieved from PCL, 
failures can be diagnosed remotely via modem. It has 

The guys of Don Gianluca at work

Emanuela Perazzoli

We met the president of Melegatti Spa

Domenico Melegatti  founder of the historical confectionery company in Verona

Installed at Simba Riunite Imballaggi the 
new machine Casemaker Topra GD 924

a maximum speed of 250 pieces per minute and can 
print sheets that range from 260x600 mm of up to 
900x2400 mm.
Beyond the numbers, this acquisition represents an 
important investment for Simba Riunite Imballaggi, 
the fi rst company in Italy, wanted to equip its establi-
shment with what we could call a true technological 
gem in the sector. A technological breakthrough that 
will bring the company to improve both qualitatively 
and quantitatively its production activities.
Th is implies a new year full of expectations and trust 
that the new machine promises to make. New solu-
tions, greater effi  ciency and shorter delivery times, 
always in the sign of quality.

By Eleonora Negri

GIVING A CONCRETE CONTRIBUTION

BANK CODE IT83 C 0848159400 000014010144

in the declaretion of income in your 730 
you can devote 

5%0

Scoring the Fiscal Code of Fondazione 
Madonna di Lourdes

91011470233
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Seeing this fi rst issue of our magazine you 
may wonder why a small average packa-
ging industry has decided to publish a 
company magazine.
Simply our intention is to involve you in 
our daily lives, showing with transparency 
and simplicity the evolutions of our com-
pany  and the undertaken processes .
Each company, small or big, encloses a 
unique story, and among the protagonists 
there are you too. Th at’s why we want to 
arrive in your hands a means which de-
scribes briefl y initiatives, projects and 
successes built day by day.
When we are facing the world of work 
we were very young and inexperienced, 
our thought was to create a solid com-
pany that would guarantee us a future, 
so, in the entrepreneurial spirit of my fa-
ther, we found support in order to 
start our journey.
By the time we realized our values were 
changed. We understood that companies 
are made of people, people who want to 
share our dream or be part of it.
We understood that the company looks 

MEETING WITH THE COMPANY

Dear readers,
like to the human body who can not live 
without a heart, the heart of the com-
pany is the customer.
With determination we have transmit-
ted to our great collaborators this 
fundamental value.
Th ank you for all that we have built until 
now because you have given us the op-
portunity to understand  better the mar-
ket and ourselves.
Today we rely even more on your help to 
improve and grow every day.
Th ank you very much for giving us the 
opportunity to get up to and good read.

Simba Riunite Imballaggi srl
via Piave 1/96 
37050 Angiari Verona
tel. 0442 97013 - 0442 97036 
fax 0442 97391
www.simbariunite.it
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Print: Grafi che Marchesini-Angiari (VR)

SOCIAL
Simba Riunite Imballaggi supports the project 
of Don Gianluca with a concrete action

INTERVIEW
Interview to President of Melegatti 
Spa Mrs. Emanuela Perrazzoli

TECHNOLOGY
Casamaker Topra GD924 for the fi rst time 
in Italy

CORPORATE CULTURE
Social responsibility in the company:  Franco 
Cesaro talks about the worth of the business 
family

STORY
Th e beginning of an adventure that continues 
still today

FEBRUARY 2013

It was on 1st  June 1989 when started the activities 
of a small company, led by a very young boy, with all 
the diffi  culties of entering the business world and the 
clash with the laws of the market and the economy. 
Th at little company today has grown until to become 
a working  reality with major brands like the crusher 
Redoro Srl  or the carmaker Volkswagen.
At fi rst there were also some disappointments, the ne-
gative experience of the fi rst customer, the problems 
related to the management of a manufacturing com-
pany, the fi rst seat to organize in Casale di Scodosia.
Th e young age of the entrepreneur that had to com-
pare with experienced entrepreneurs has often played 
to the disadvantaged, but with time and the demon-
stration of commitment, reliability and perseverance, 
the diff erences melt away and came the fi rst successes 
with higher orders from the customer, and the gear 
has to operate.
To face all this it proved to be necessary and essential 
the support of a father willing to sacrifi ce himself to 
ensure his children the opportunity to grow profes-
sionally, to have a respectable activity that does not 
prevent  them from spending time with their family, 
with the aff ected, with the most important values. So 
the fraternal cooperation became a point of strength, 
a tuning not forced but really felt, a full share of the 
management company, of the responsibilities and de-
cisions.
Th is synergy between Simone and Silvia has been able 
to manage, dividing duties and honors, the problems 
that exist in the market and its laws. An adventure that 
started more than twenty years ago continues today 
with the same enthusiasm.

By Eleonora Negri

COMPANY’S STORY

The beginning of an adventure that 

continues even today

Know a company through its history, the basic steps that have marked 
its character and destiny. A fi xed appointment that will tell, issue after 
issue, the steps of this reality in Verona.

hard to fi nd history, events, languages, and above all 
moral values that make it unique and unrepeatable. 
No communication agency can have fantastic recipes 
for reconstructing an innovative image so powerful as 
the tradition that, for the families, lies in the people 
and in their path choices, sacrifi ces, risks and ad-
ventures that have created their world of work. Th is 
path, often through more generations, is connected 
to the culture of product on the one hand, and to the 
territory from another hand.
Th e love and the passion that people have cultiva-
ted within the system family/enterprise usually has 
submitted solutions, proposals, trade secrets and 
patents that allow these organizations to generate 
innovation that is possible only after walking down 
a long road made of trials and errors, successes and 
failures that eventually build a wealth of inexhausti-
ble knowledge .
And this way of working and of approaching to the 
market is an advantage that no multinational com-
pany can claim to be able to off er.
Th e territory that welcomes and supports these 
enterprises is generally the best supplier of human, 
technological, structural, institutional resources, 
useful to create a fast and fl exible way to ensure this 
process of specialization that contaminates the whole 
society. In this sense, the origin and the establi-
shment with the various components of civil and 
economic society create a heritage of relationships 
that, for these entrepreneurs translates into real 
personal capitalism. Th is is a model of crisis, since 
it protects itself and regenerates itself in the time to 
protect future generations.
Th e second element is the heritage that built by the 
families through time ensures fi nancially the institu-
tions and the banking system necessary for making 
business
It is a real value, solid, the result of rigorous and 
protectionist choices that ensures the whole process 

CULTURE AND COMPANY 
PROBLEMS

The value and values 
come together in 
family businesses

In a time when society and the economy go together 
with the fi nancial diffi  culty, one wonders what is the 
real chance to get out of this negative spiral wraps for 
many years our everyday life.
It is possible to think that in the nature of the enter-
prise family are concentrated ingredients of a formula 
that allows us to think positively about the future. 
Th e fi rst winning element concerns the identity, the 
style, the distinctive characteristic that every com-
pany should off er to the market to diff erentiate itself 
from the competition: in the enterprise family is not 

of production and distribution that relies not only on 
good ideas or fads, but on paths built slowly, without 
short cuts and illusions.
It is a way of education often diffi  cult to pass on 
generation to generation, but in our small businesses 
remained strong and practiced by the majority of 
family enterprises that have not had to be dazzled 
by the easy money of fi nancial speculation, but have 
saved, when they could , and invested always to deal 
with more serenity the dark times of change and 
the ever-recurring cycles of crisis of our economic 
system. And, without rhetoric, it should be recalled 
that always in the history of the relations between 
family enterprises and civil society, attention to the 
social has never been charity or generosity, but it is 
true corporate social responsibility, aware that the 
real challenge is to create opportunities for wealth for 
themselves and for others, never pulled backwards, 
concretely and in fi rst-person in the solidarity enga-
gement. Value and values, a winning recipe which 
must be recognized and which becomes the real 
added of our successful companies.

By Franco Cesaro

One of the events organized by the company which, although growing, maintains the initial spirit of sharing and familiarity.

Franco Cesaro of Cesaro&Associates

The mill Simbeni
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